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Part Xii: Jak Noraal 

Lambda Construction Station, Storage Area Corridors 

 

Jak stopped for a second. He might not be able to sense the Force, but his instincts usually didn’t 

fool him either, and now they made him hesitate. Every nerve ending in his body were screaming 

for him to run, but his head said no, told him to stay, told him to wait. The shambling silhouette 

was closing in on him, stepping out of the fog with slow yet certain steps. Heavy steps. Steps he 

recognized. 

 “Sal?” Jak lowered his lightsaber. The Wookiee collapsed, and Jak just managed to switch 

the saber off to try and catch the huge, hairy frame in his arms. Salbaaka’s golden fur was matted 

with blood and soot, and there were entire patches of skin missing from his body, revealing blisters 

and open wounds. Jak felt panic rising, but forced it back down. You have to stay calm. Like your 

grandpa. Stay calm, Jak. “What happened here? Sal, talk to me! Are you… are you alright?” 

 Instead of an answer from the Wookiee, Jak registered the same slight movement in the 

corner of his eye again, this time followed by a couple of soft footsteps. He winced. Damn it. They 

found us. A small army of guards, no doubt. The grip on his lightsaber tightened, and he turned 

around, ready to face the enemy. 

 “Coona tee-tocky maalia, bosi?”1 

 Jak barked a short, surprised laugh at the sight of Kavilo, standing not three meters away 

with his rifle raised to his shoulder and a crooked smirk on his green lips. “Thank goodness you’re 

here,” Jak said in a voice that sounded a little bit too high pitched. He took a couple of deep 

breaths and managed to calm himself. “What happened here? Where are the others?” 

 Kavilo nodded towards Salbaaka, who now seemed to have lost consciousness completely, 

and who was still bleeding into Jak’s lap. “Took blast for me,” he said. “Saved explosives from 

exploding in wrong place. Then went fur crazy, ripped enemies apart. Fun to watch.” He lowered 

his rifle and squatted next to Jak. “Needs medical help. Where is doctor when doctor is needed, 

eh?” He snorted. “Want me to get Whiz? Whiz second best. Sarge took explosives. Went for 
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transponder. Whiz just around next corridor, mopping up rest of guards like butcher’s bloody 

cleaning lady.” He laughed, a wheezing laugh that would have been inaudible had it not been for 

the Rodian’s slightly damaged windpipe. 

 “Get Whiz,” Jak confirmed, and the Rodian got up and melted into the cloud of smoke in 

one smooth move, leaving his team leader alone in the corridor clutching the dying Wookiee. 

                                                                                                                                                                  
1
 “What took you so long, boss?” in Huttese. 


